THE EXTENT OF DIFFERENTIAL ATTAINMENT IN MEDICINE

The gap in achievement between different demographic groups undertaking the same assessment is known as differential attainment. Differential attainment exists within and outside medicine and across undergraduate and postgraduate studies.

Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) doctors perform less well than their white peers in undergraduate and postgraduate assessments. The statistics apply across all medical specialties and to all non-white ethnic groups, with the odds of failure of BME medics being up to 2.5 times higher than that of white medics. The General Medical Council has found that once in general practice and other specialty training, UK-qualified white candidates have an average 75% pass rate in postgraduate exams compared with 62.7% for UK-qualified BME candidates and 42.7% for non-European international medical graduates. Of UK medical graduates, 72% of BME Foundation doctors applying for a specialty training programme are successful on their first attempt, compared to 81% of white doctors.

We propose that performance in undergraduate and postgraduate settings should be seen as a continuum. There is benefit in having longitudinal data to promote our understanding of differential attainment.

CAUSES FOR DIFFERENTIAL ATTAINMENT

It is often assumed that differences in performance might relate to language, prior academic performance, socioeconomic status, or examiner bias. However, it is surprising that there is no proof that any of these factors can explain the differences seen in undergraduate medical studies.

Similarly, there is little empirical evidence that can explain the variance seen in postgraduate exam results between UK-qualified BME and white doctors. There is research carried out in non-medical higher education institutions which suggests differences in patterns of social interaction between white and BME students. Our understanding of unconscious bias and its role in differential attainment is limited, partly because there is a reluctance to talk about racial bias among medics. However, as Woolf points out, differences in attainment between UK-trained white and BME medics are difficult to explain without considering the impact of racism or discrimination.

Teaching programmes that promote self-awareness about bias and power imbalances with colleagues and patients offer the potential to tackle differential attainment, although further research is needed to decide which educational interventions have the greatest impact.

Social interaction

A systematic review found that the ability of teachers to encourage questions and discussions among students is the most important intervention determining academic success in higher education. High-achieving students build on teacher-student interactions by working with their peers, for example in study groups. The evidence strongly suggests that being able to interact with teachers and peers has a significant impact on a student’s educational trajectory.

Many students with a BME background have found that they were less likely than white students to seek help from or to work collaboratively with their peers. Another study concluded that white students were more likely to spend time discussing their work with their lecturers and to feel able to ask for help from them. This was in contrast with BME students, who tended to find ways to get by without asking for assistance.

In a similar vein, the ability of students to form connections with senior colleagues and with peers from outside their own social group has been shown to be important in terms of academic outcomes.
"... if someone expects to fail, it is likely that they will fail; or perhaps they will set themselves lower goals than they should."

demonstrated that high-achieving students were more likely to have at least one tutor or clinician in their social network, whereas BME and Muslim students, as well as lower achieving students, were least likely to.12

Inclusion and self-efficacy
In the NHS, we are very used to gender and racial diversity in our patients and the workforce. However, there is little focus on inclusion; that is, valuing and capitalising on different approaches rather than simply accepting that they exist. Inclusion has positive effects on social interaction and thus on belonging. It is likely to result in improved self-efficacy; the perception people have of their own ability. Self-efficacy affects not only behaviour, but also the aspirations people have for themselves.13 This is clearly significant, in the sense that if someone expects to fail, it is likely that they will fail, or perhaps they will set themselves lower goals than they should.

Standard setting
A key challenge in high-stakes postgraduate exams is to demonstrate fitness to practise, while still actively scrutinising the validity of the implicit sociocultural assumptions and expectations underpinning such assessments. There is a debate about what we should tolerate in terms of ‘communicative flexibility’, given our increasingly diverse society. This is likely to be particularly relevant for exams rooted in a particular cultural paradigm.

In education, what we measure and how we measure it is determined by what we interact with the field of higher education.

A shift towards valuing broad capabilities captures strengths as well as defining areas for future development.

CONCLUSION
Differential attainment between white and BME medics still exists in 2019. The causes are not clear but are almost certainly multifactorial and complex. Further research is needed, looking at outcomes using more subtle distinctions than broad racial classifications. Factors highlighted in this article are fertile ground for such research.

How we deal with the challenge of differential attainment is just as important. Using pragmatic strategies to identify and then offer targeted help to trainees considered to be at risk of failing may yield benefit for a proportion of individuals affected by differential attainment. However, these interventions do not influence the more systemic causes that need further research, innovation, and evaluation. A focus on the trainee deficit paradigm has the potential to detract from the much-needed debate about the causes of and solutions for differential attainment.
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